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1 an act of applying a 1 an act of putting something to use application of new techniques 2 a use to which
something is put new applications for old remedies b an act of administering or laying one thing on another
application of paint to a house c assiduous attention succeeds by application to her studies 2 a noun the act of
putting to a special use or purpose the application of common sense to a problem synonyms utilization the special
use or purpose to which something is put a technology having numerous applications never thought of by its
inventors the quality of being usable for a particular purpose or in a special way relevance 1 countable noun noun
to infinitive oft on upon n an application for something such as a job or membership of an organization is a formal
written request for it his application for membership of the organisation was rejected for applications should be
submitted as early as possible applications of the photoelectric effect brought us electric eye door openers light
meters used in photography solar panels and photostatic copying discovery before einstein the effect had
ˈæpləˌkeɪʃən æplɪˈkeɪʃən ipa guide other forms applications an application is a request for a job assistance or
admission to a school colleges might want you to submit your application by dec 1 but they won t let you know if
you ve been accepted until sometime in april an application is also a form you fill out for something in this paper
we discuss novel applications in finance national security health care criminal justice transportation and smart
cities and address issues such as data access problems noun opal w ˌæplɪˈkeɪʃn for job course countable
uncountable a formal often written request for something such as a job permission to do something or a place at a
college or university a planning patent visa application we have received applications from more than 3 000
students you need to complete the online application form terminology in information technology an application
app an application program or application software is a computer program designed to help people perform an
activity depending on the activity for which it was designed an application can manipulate text numbers audio
graphics and a combination of these elements artificial intelligence ai has been used in applications throughout
industry and academia similar to electricity or computers ai serves as a general purpose technology that has
numerous applications its applications span language translation image recognition decision making credit
scoring e commerce and various other domains ai which application noun use c2 c or u a way in which something
can be used for a particular purpose the design has many applications the application of this research in the
treatment of cancer smart vocabulary related words and phrases why is biotechnology important when did
modern biotechnology emerge biotechnology the use of biology to solve problems and make useful products the
most prominent area of biotechnology is the production of therapeutic proteins and other drugs through genetic
engineering history of biotechnology simply put an app is a type of software that allows you to perform specific
tasks applications for desktop or laptop computers are sometimes called desktop applications while those for
mobile devices are called mobile apps when you open an application it runs inside the operating system until you
close it adobe stock let s explore the top 15 extraordinary real world applications of ai that are driving change and
revolutionizing industries this year healthcare ai has made significant strides in an application also referred to as
an application program or application software is a computer software package that performs a specific function
directly for an end user or in some cases for another application an application can be self contained or a group of
programs applications of information technology last updated 09 may 2023 information technology is the use of
computer systems storage devices and any other type of physical device to manage exercise store and retrieve all
types of data transmitted over electronic lines or electronic data we can clearly see the growth of information
technology the most commonly known application of genomics is to understand and find cures for diseases
predicting disease risk at the individual level computer applications are widely used across various industries and
fields to improve efficiency productivity record keeping and decision making modern computers are superfast
powerful sleek and easily affordable gps applications like the internet gps is an essential element of the global
information infrastructure the free open and dependable nature of gps has led to the development of hundreds of
applications affecting every aspect of modern life application final action dates dates when visas may finally be
issued and dates for filing applications earliest dates when applicants may be able to apply when uscis determines
there are immigrant visas available for the filing of additional adjustment of status applications the dates for filing
applications chart may be used to applications for access can be submitted here opens in a new window
understanding when and where a classifier may underperform is critical for those making decisions based on its
results internal testing on an early version of our classifier has shown high accuracy for distinguishing between
non ai generated images and those created by dall
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application definition meaning merriam webster Apr 08 2024
1 an act of applying a 1 an act of putting something to use application of new techniques 2 a use to which
something is put new applications for old remedies b an act of administering or laying one thing on another
application of paint to a house c assiduous attention succeeds by application to her studies 2 a

application definition meaning dictionary com Mar 07 2024
noun the act of putting to a special use or purpose the application of common sense to a problem synonyms
utilization the special use or purpose to which something is put a technology having numerous applications never
thought of by its inventors the quality of being usable for a particular purpose or in a special way relevance

application definition and meaning collins english dictionary Feb 06
2024
1 countable noun noun to infinitive oft on upon n an application for something such as a job or membership of an
organization is a formal written request for it his application for membership of the organisation was rejected for
applications should be submitted as early as possible

photoelectric effect explanation applications live science Jan 05 2024
applications of the photoelectric effect brought us electric eye door openers light meters used in photography
solar panels and photostatic copying discovery before einstein the effect had

application definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Dec 04
2023
ˈæpləˌkeɪʃən æplɪˈkeɪʃən ipa guide other forms applications an application is a request for a job assistance or
admission to a school colleges might want you to submit your application by dec 1 but they won t let you know if
you ve been accepted until sometime in april an application is also a form you fill out for something

how artificial intelligence is transforming the world brookings Nov
03 2023
in this paper we discuss novel applications in finance national security health care criminal justice transportation
and smart cities and address issues such as data access problems

application noun definition pictures pronunciation and Oct 02 2023
noun opal w ˌæplɪˈkeɪʃn for job course countable uncountable a formal often written request for something such as
a job permission to do something or a place at a college or university a planning patent visa application we have
received applications from more than 3 000 students you need to complete the online application form

application software wikipedia Sep 01 2023
terminology in information technology an application app an application program or application software is a
computer program designed to help people perform an activity depending on the activity for which it was
designed an application can manipulate text numbers audio graphics and a combination of these elements

applications of artificial intelligence wikipedia Jul 31 2023
artificial intelligence ai has been used in applications throughout industry and academia similar to electricity or
computers ai serves as a general purpose technology that has numerous applications its applications span
language translation image recognition decision making credit scoring e commerce and various other domains ai
which

application english meaning cambridge dictionary Jun 29 2023
application noun use c2 c or u a way in which something can be used for a particular purpose the design has many
applications the application of this research in the treatment of cancer smart vocabulary related words and
phrases
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biotechnology definition examples applications britannica May 29
2023
why is biotechnology important when did modern biotechnology emerge biotechnology the use of biology to solve
problems and make useful products the most prominent area of biotechnology is the production of therapeutic
proteins and other drugs through genetic engineering history of biotechnology

computer basics understanding applications gcfglobal org Apr 27
2023
simply put an app is a type of software that allows you to perform specific tasks applications for desktop or laptop
computers are sometimes called desktop applications while those for mobile devices are called mobile apps when
you open an application it runs inside the operating system until you close it

15 amazing real world applications of ai everyone forbes Mar 27
2023
adobe stock let s explore the top 15 extraordinary real world applications of ai that are driving change and
revolutionizing industries this year healthcare ai has made significant strides in

what is an application definition from searchsoftwarequality Feb 23
2023
an application also referred to as an application program or application software is a computer software package
that performs a specific function directly for an end user or in some cases for another application an application
can be self contained or a group of programs

applications of information technology geeksforgeeks Jan 25 2023
applications of information technology last updated 09 may 2023 information technology is the use of computer
systems storage devices and any other type of physical device to manage exercise store and retrieve all types of
data transmitted over electronic lines or electronic data we can clearly see the growth of information technology

18 6 applications of genomics biology libretexts Dec 24 2022
the most commonly known application of genomics is to understand and find cures for diseases predicting disease
risk at the individual level

computer applications applications of computers in various Nov 22
2022
computer applications are widely used across various industries and fields to improve efficiency productivity
record keeping and decision making modern computers are superfast powerful sleek and easily affordable

gps gov applications gps the global positioning system Oct 22 2022
gps applications like the internet gps is an essential element of the global information infrastructure the free open
and dependable nature of gps has led to the development of hundreds of applications affecting every aspect of
modern life

when to file your adjustment of status application uscis Sep 20 2022
application final action dates dates when visas may finally be issued and dates for filing applications earliest dates
when applicants may be able to apply when uscis determines there are immigrant visas available for the filing of
additional adjustment of status applications the dates for filing applications chart may be used to

understanding the source of what we see and hear online Aug 20
2022
applications for access can be submitted here opens in a new window understanding when and where a classifier
may underperform is critical for those making decisions based on its results internal testing on an early version of
our classifier has shown high accuracy for distinguishing between non ai generated images and those created by
dall
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